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TIME SHARED TONE KEYING SYSTEM IN 
ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENT 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made 
by reissue. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to improvements in an elec 
tronic musical instrument comprising tone sources ca 
pable of generating frequencies of notes corresponding 
to keys arranged in a keyboard. 

In a prior art electronic musical instrument of a type 
which comprises tone sources capable of generating 
frequencies of the notes of the keys and selecting a 
required one from among such frequencies in accor 
dance with depression of a selected key, all of tones 
source signals the number of which is the same as a total 
number of the keys in the keyboard (e.g. 61 if there are 
6l keys) must be supplied separately and individually to 
a keyboard circuit. This construction requires the same 
number of connection lines as the total number of the 
keys. Accordingly, if an integrated circuit is employed 
in a portion (e.g. a tone source circuit) other than the 
keyboard circuit, a large number of connection pins 
(e.g. 61) are required for connecting such integrated 
circuit to the keyboard circuit. As the number of pins 
used increases, the manufacturing cost of the integrated 
circuit increases with resulting increase in the manufac 
turing cost of the electronic musical instrument. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is, therefore, an object of the present invention to 
provide an electronic musical instrument capable of 
digitally processing signals in circuit portions con 
nected to the keyboard circuit for facilitating employ 
ment of an integrated circuit for these circuit portions 
and thereby reducing the manufacturing cost. 

It is another object of the invention to provide an 
electronic musical instrument capable of periodically or 
intermittently selecting high rate clock pulses in accor 
dance with a tone source frequency corresponding to 
the depressed key, producing a musical tone waveshape 
on the basis of the selected pulses and digitally process 
ing signals appearing in circuit portions after the key 
board circuit, thereby producing a musical tone signal 
with a signal-to-noise ratio which is much superior to 
the prior art electronic musical instrument. 

It is another object of the invention to provide an 
electronic musical instrument capable of reducing the 
number of connection lines connecting the keyboard 
circuit to the other circuit portions for reducing the 
number of connection pins required for the employment 
of the integrated circuit. According to the present in 
vention, the entire instrument can be made extremely 
compact at a greatly reduced manufacturing cost. 
These and other objects and features of the invention 

will become apparent from the description made herein 
below with reference to the accompanying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram schematically showing a 
construction of the electronic musical instrument ac 
cording to the invention; 
FIGS. 2 (a) through 2 (e) are graphical diagrams 

showing signals appearing in various circuit portions of 
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2 
the electronic musical instrument shown in FIG. 1 
when a single key is being depressed; 
FIGS. 3 (a) through 3 (f) are graphical diagrams 

showing signals appearing in the circuit portions when 
two keys are being depressed; 
FIG. 4 is a graphical diagram showing the tone 

source signals and the combined output signal in a di 
minished time scale; 
FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing an embodiment of 

the electronic musical instrument according to the in 
vention; 
FIG. 6 is a circuit diagram showing an essential part 

of the embodiment shown in FIG. 5 in detail; 
FIGS. 7 (a) through 7 (c) are timing charts showing 

time relations between various pulses used in the above 
embodiments; 
FIG. 8 is a timing chart showing connections to the 

input terminals of the AND circuits of FIG. 6; 
FIGS. 9 (a) through 9 (d) are timing charts showing 

input and output pulses appearing in various portions in 
FIG. 6; 
FIGS. 10 (a) through 10 (t) are timing charts showing 

input and output pulses appearing in various portions of 
FIGS. 6 and 11; 
FIG. 11 is a block diagram showing an example ofthe 

analog processing system of FIG. 5; 
FIG. 12 is a circuit diagram showing a modified ex 

ample ofa circuit portion of the embodiment shown in 
FIG. 6; 
FIG. 13 is a circuit diagram showing another embodi 

ment of the electronic musical instrument according to 
the invention; 
FIGS. 14 (a) through 14 (c) are timing charts for 

explaining operations of some circuit portions of the 
embodiment shown in FIG. 13; 
FIGS. 15 (a) through 15 (f) are timing charts for 

explaining operations of related circuit portions shown 
. in FIGS. 13 and 16; 
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FIG. 16 is a circuit diagram showing tone color and 
volume controls performed in the embodiment shown 
in FIG. 13; and 
FIG. 17 is a circuit diagram showing a modified ex 

ample of a circuit portion of the embodiment shown in 
FIG. 16. 

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

The principle of the invention will now be described 
with reference to an example shown in FIGS. 1—4 in 
which the keyboard has 60 keys in 5 octaves. 

Referring first to FIG. 1, a tone source circuit TS 
produces square waves tone source signals TIM-TF6‘) 
having frequencies representing respective notes in a 
musical scale and corresponding to respective keys (not 
shown) which are then applied to a gate circuit GC. 
The gate circuit GC is composed of AND circuits 
A[—A(,0 corresponding to the respective keys. Each of 
the tone source signals TPl-TPQO is applied to corre» 
sponding one of the AND circuits A|—A(,[). A sequence 
pulse generator 3 comprises a pulse generator 3a which 
produces a shift pulse 11) with a pulse interval which is 
much shorter than that of the tone source signal, e.g. l 
ILS and a scanning circuit 3b which is composed of suit 
able scanning means such as a shift register having 
stages corresponding in number to the number of the 
keys (i.e. 60 stages in the present example). The se 
quence pulse generator 3 causes a single signal “l" to be 
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shifted sequentially and circulatingly to a next stage by 
means of the shift pulse d) and thereby produces se 
quence pulses Pl-Pw corresponding to the respective 
keys one by one with a constant time delay (1 us). These 
pulses P|—Pw are applied, as time shared keying se 
quence pulses, to the corresponding AND circuits 
A|—A(,0through key switches Ks|_t<s,,0 ofa key switch 
circuit 4. An OR gate 5 receives signals Q1—Q6Q pro 
duced from the AND circuits A1—A60 and thereupon 
supplies a signal P0 to a ?lter circuit 6. Alternatively 
stated, this OR circuit 5 produces the signal P0 which is 
obtained by combining the signals Q|—Q(,0. The ?lter 
circuit 6 which consists ofa low-pass ?lter removes the 
high frequency components of the pulses lH-Pw in 
cluded in the signal P0 and produces an audio signal E. 
Assume now that only one key is being depressed. A 

corresponding key switch, e.g. K5], is closed and pulse 
P1 is sequentially applied from the ?rst stage of the shift 
register 3b to the AND circuit A] every 60 us (FIG. 
2(b)). The AND circuit A; also receives the tone source 
signal TP; (FIG. 2(a)). The AND circuit A] is therefore 
enabled by application thereof of the tone source signal 
TP[ and the pulse P1 upon depression of the key and 
produces a signal Q1 (Pulse P1) only during a period of 
a square wave pulse width T1 of the tone source signal 
TP1. Since the gate circuit GC consists of AND cir 
cuits, the AND circuits corresponding to keys other 
than the depressed key are not enabled and the output of 
the gate circuit GC is the signal Q1 only which is identi 
cal with the output P0 (FIG. 2 (d)) of the OR circuit 5. 
The ?lter circuit 6 ?lters this signal P0 and outputs the 
audio signal E (FIG. 2 (e)). This signal E corresponds to 
the tone signal TP]. 

Nextly, description will be made about a case 
wherein a plurality of keys, e.g. two keys, are simulta 
neously depressed. Assume that the key switches KS1 
and K5; are closed upon depression of the correspond 
ing keys. The pulse P1 is sequentially produced from the 
?rst stage of the shift register 3b every 60 us in the 
previously described manner, whereas a pulse P2 is 
sequentially produced from the second stage of the shift 
register 3b every 60 us with a delay of 1 us relative to 
the pulse P1. These two kinds of pulses P1 and P2 are 
applied to the corresponding AND circuits A] and A1. 
The AND circuits A] and A2 also receive correspond 
ing tone source signals TP] and TF2 (FIGS. 3 (a) and 
(b)). The AND circuits A] and A2 therefore are enabled 
only during square wave pulse widths T1 and T2 of the 
tone source signals TP[ and TF2 upon depression of the 
keys and produce signals Q1 and Q2 (FIGS. 3 (c) and 
(d)). The OR circuit 5 combines the signals Q1 and Q1 
into the signal P0 (FIG. 3 (e)) and supplies it to a ?lter 
6. This signal P0 has a close pulse interval in a portion 
where the tone source signals TF1 and TP; overlap each 
other and a wide pulse interval in a portion where one 
of the signals TP] and TP; only is applied. The signal 
Pgtherefore include pulses of both close and wide inter 
vals. Accordingly, a signal E (FIG. 3 (Q) having a level 
corresponding to the density of the pulse, i.e. a signal 
which is a result of combining the signals TP] and TP; 
together, is obtained by ?ltering the signal P0 in the 
?lter circuit 6. 
FIG. 4 shows the tone source signals TP|, TP; and 

the signal E of FIG. 3 in a diminished scale for ready 
understanding of the state of overlapping of the tone 
source signals TP] and TF2. 
FIG. 5 is a block diagram which generally shows an 

embodiment of the electronic musical instrument ac 
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4 
cording to the invention. A keyboard circuit 1 com 
prises key switches corresponding to respective keys of 
the keyboard and being arranged in the form ofa matrix 
circuitry. The matrix lines (i.e. input and output lines) of 
this matrix circuitry are connected to a digital IC part 2 
(the term IC herein denoting an integrated circuit). The 
digital IC part 2 comprises a counter 20, a tone source 
signal oscillator 30 and a digital gate 40 which receives 
signals from the counter 20, the tone source signal oscil 
lator 30 and the keyboard circuit 1. The counter 20 
sequentially produces the note pulses and the octave 
pulses. The digital gate 40 periodically selects the note 
pulse of the depressed key in accordance with the musi 
cal tone frequency of the key. The output of the digital 
gate 40 is applied to a clock removal ?lter 50 which 
passes an audio frequency component. Through this 
?lter, a high rate (i.e. high frequency) time sharing pulse 
component is removed and a tone source frequency is 
obtained. This tone source frequency is controlled in its 
tone color and volume through a tone color control 
?lter 60 and a volume controller 70 and thereafter is 
audibly reproduced through an audio system 80. 
FIG. 6 illustrates an essential part of the instrument 

shown in FIG. 5. The keyboard circuit 1 consists of a 
matrix circuitry which is composed of column lines 
lL|-IL12 each designating a corresponding one of notes 
C, Cit, D . . . Att, B in each octave and row lines OL 
\-OL10 each designating a kind of octave to which each 
of the notes C-B belongs (the ?gure showing, by way of 
example, the ?rst to the fourth octaves U1~U4 of an 
upper keyboard, the ?rst to the fourth octaves L1—L4 of 
the lower keyboard and the ?rst and the second octaves 
P1, P2 of the pedal keyboard). The key switches are 
arranged in such a manner that the column line repre 
senting a particular note is connected to the row line 
representing a particular octave through a diode. Mov 
able contacts are disposed on the column lines whereas 
stationary contacts are disposed on the row lines. When 
one of the key switches is closed, the corresponding 
column and row lines are connected and brought into 
conduction to each other. 
The counter 20 comprises a duodecimal note counter 

21 provided for sequentially counting clock pulses ([21 as 
shown in FIG. 7 (a) which are produced at a high rate 
(e.g. 1 MHz) and a decimal octave counter 22 provided 
for frequency dividing the outputs of the counter 21. 
The counted outputs of the note counter 21 are decoded 
into twelve different outputs in a decoder 23 and deliv 
ered out of the decoder 23 as note pulses cbc, ¢q,, OD. 
. . (la/wand (b5 as shown in FIG. 7 (b). The note pulses 
dag-i113 respectively correspond to the 12 notes C-B 
within one octave, each note pulse occupying a differ 
ent time slot from others. The note pulses dag-(12B are 
produced sequentially and repetitively. The counted 
outputs of the octave counter 22 are decoded into l0 
different outputs in a decoder 24 and delivered out of 
the decoder 24 as octave pulses <1>U1—¢U4, ¢L|—¢L4, 
¢P| and qbPg as shown in FIG. 7 (c). The octave pulses 
d>Ur—<i>P; respectively correspond to the octaves U1—P1, 
each octave pulse occupying a different time slot from 
others. The octave pulses cl>U1—¢P2 also are produced 
sequentially and repetitively. The pulse width of each of 
these octave pulses ¢U1—¢P2 is equal to a period of time 
during which the note pulses rim-(1)3 for one octave are 
produced, i.e. l2 periods of the note pulse. 
The note pulses rim-(b3 are applied to the correspond 

ing column lines IL1—IL|2 in the keyboard circuit 1. At 
a particular time slot. ON-OFF states of key switches of 
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a corresponding note in all octaves are simultaneously 
detected. 
The tone source signal oscillator 30 consists of 12 

oscillators 31C, 31Ctl, . . . 31A#, 31B which produce 
frequencies of the notes GB at the highest octave and 
12 sets of frequency dividing circuits 32C, 32G}, . . . 
32A#, 3213 each set of which sequentially divides the 
frequency produced by the corresponding one of the 
oscillators 31C, 31C# . . . 31A#, 31B to produce frequen 
cies of the corresponding note in the respective octaves. 
For convenience of explanation the oscillators 31C, 31B 
and the frequency dividing circuits 32C, 32B for the 
notes C and B only are shown in FIG. 6. Square wave 
signals with frequencies corresponding to the notes of 
the respective keys are produced by these oscillators 
31C-31B and the frequency dividing circuits 32C-32B. 
Each of the frequency dividing circuits 32C-32B con 
sists of a plurality of divide-by-two dividers OD|—OD4 
connected in cascade connection. 
The digital gate 40 comprises a plurality of AND 

circuits 40CU1, 40UC2, 40CP2, . . . 40BU1, 40BU2, . . . 

40BP2 corresponding to the respective keys. For en 
abling production of both 4 foot (4’) register tone and 8 
foot (8’) register tone, the digital gate 40 in the present 
embodiment further comprises AND circuits 41CU], 
41CU2, . . . 41CP2, . . . 4lBU1, 4lBU2, . . . 4IBP2. . . 

which are in the same number as the previous described 
AND circuits 40CU1—40BP2. Each of the AND circuits 
40CU|—41BP2 receives input signals on vertical lines 
which are delivered through a horizontal line crossing 
the vertical lines at circled portions and connected to 
the input terminal of the AND circuit. FIG. 8 shows in 
an ordinary manner how these input signals are applied 
to the AND circuits 40CU1—4lBP2, taking by way of 
example the AND circuits 40CU1 and “CM. It will be 
understood from this that each of the AND circuits 
40CUy-41BP2 receives four kinds of input signals, 
namely (1) the square wave signal from the tone source 
signal oscillator 30 for the note frequency correspond 
ing to the AND circuit, (2) the note pulse from the 
decoder 23 corresponding to the note of the key (one of 
the note pulses ¢C-¢B), (3) the octave pulse from the 
decoder 24 representing the kind of octave to which the 
key belongs (one of the octave pulses ¢U|—¢P;) and (4) 
the output of the row line (one of the row lines OL 
l-OLw) in the keyboard circuit 1 corresponding to the 
key. For example, the AND circuit 40CU1 receives (1) 
the frequency signal from the oscillator 31C represent 
ing the note C at the highest octave of 4‘, (2) the note 
pulse ¢C of the note C, (3) the octave pulse ¢U1, repre 
senting the ?rst octave U1 of the upper keyboard and (4) 
the output of the row line 0L1 for the ?rst octave of the 
upper keyboard. In the case of the AND circuit 41CU|, 
the input signals described in (2), (3) and (4,) above are 
the same but the frequency of a signal obtained by fre 
quency dividing the output of the oscillator 31C by two 
is applied as the input signal described in (1) above since 
this AND circuit is for the 8 foot tone. The conditions 
(1)-(3) among the input conditions (1)-(4) of the AND 
circuits 40CU|-41BP2 are always satis?ed whereas the 
input condition (1) is satis?ed when the key is de 
pressed. 

If, for example, the key for the note C of the ?rst 
octave U1, of the upper keyboard is depressed, the key 
switch KC| of the keyboard circuit 1 is closed and the 
note pulse ¢C for the note C is produced from the row 
line OL] of the keyboard circuit 1. The depressed key is 
detected by the kind of the row line on which the out 
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6 
put is produced and the kind ofthe note pulse produced. 
Accordingly, the note pulse ¢C is applied to the input 
terminal leading to the row line OL| ofthe AND circuit 
40CU1 corresponding to the key of the note C at the 
?rst octave of the upper keyboard (For convenience of 
explanation, description is made with respect only to 
the 4 foot tone and description about the AND circuit 
41CU1 is omitted). This note pulse d>C is applied to the 
AND circuit 40CU| also from the decoder 23. The 
manner of generation of the note pulse tbC is shown in 
FIG. 9 (a) in a diminished time scale as compared with 
FIG. 7. The AND circuit 40CU1 also receives the oc 
tave pulse ¢U1 representing the ?rst octave U1 of the 
upper keyboard as shown in FIG. 9 (b). This octave 
pulse ¢U| functions to distribute the note pulse to the 
respective octaves and, accordingly, one note pulse tbC 
is picked up whenever the octave pulse ¢U1 is gener 
ated. The AND circuit 40CU| further receives the 
square wave frequency signal for the note C at the ?rst 
octave U] of the upper keyboard supplied from the 
oscillator 31 as shown in FIG. 9 (c). During each half 
cycle of this square wave signal when it is “1" (an active 
level), the note pulse ¢C is picked up in synchronization 
with generation of the octave pulse (,bUi and periodi 
cally delivered out ofthe AND circuit 40CU| as shown 
in FIG. 9 (d). If the master clock d); is 5 MHz, the fre 
quency of the octave pulse ¢U1 is 5,000+12+10:;40 
KHz. Accordingly, the frequency of the note pulse ¢C 
selected in synchronization with the octave pulse ¢U1 is 
in the order of 40 KHz which is beyond the audio fre 
quency. If the square wave frequency of the note C is in 
the order of 2093 Hz at the maximum, about 10 note 
pulses ¢C are selectively produced during the half 
cycle of the square wave as shown in the ?gure. 
The other AND circuits 40CU2-41BP2 operate in the 

same manner as has been described above. In the re 
spective AND circuits 40CU1-41BP2, the note pulses 
¢C—¢B are selected by the octave pulses ¢U|—¢P2 with 
some time lag between each other. Accordingly, the 
time slots of the note pulses ¢C—¢B selectively pro 
duced from the AND circuits 40CU1-4lBP2 do no 
coincide with each other. It should be noted that time 
slots for different notes in no case coincide with each 
other since the note pulses ¢C-¢B are produced at 
different times but that time slots generally coincide 
with each other in a case where the same note (GB) at 
the different octaves (U|—P2) are produced. If time slots 
coincide, detection of the kind of octave to which the 
particular note belongs is not possible in a synthesizing 
process to be made in a post-stage digital circuit (OR 
circuit). If, for example, note pulses are selected in ac 
cordance with square wave frequencies of the same 
note but differing in tone pitch by one octave and there 
after are synthesized into a single kind of signal in an 
OR circuit, there occurs inconvenience that a low fre 
quency component only is produced from the OR cir 
cuit if the time slots of the selected note pulses coincide 
with each other. To eliminate this inconvenience, the 
instrument according to the invention is so constructed 
that the note pulses d>C-¢B are selected by the octave 
pulses ¢U|-¢P1 with some time lag between each other 
so that the time slots of the note pulses ¢C—¢B selected 
periodically in accordance with the respective square 
wave frequencies will not coincide with each other. 
According to this arrangement, the outputs of the AND 
circuits 40CU|-41BP2 can be synthesized into a small 
number of output lines in an OR circuit with resulting 
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reduction in the number of output connection pins used 
in the digital IC portion. 

In the embodiment shown in FIG. 6, the outputs of 
the AND circuits 40UU|-40BP2, 41CU|—41BP3 are 
combined by the kind of the keyboard. More speci? 
cally, the outputs of the AND circuits among the AND 
circuits 40CU1—40BP; corresponding to the upper key 
board (U|-U4) are applied to an OR circuit 42 and 
provided therefrom as a composite 4 foot upper key 
board tone UK4'. The outputs of the AND circuits 
among the AND circuits 40CU1-40BPz corresponding 
to the lower keyboard (Ll-L4) are applied to an OR 
circuit 44 and provided therefrom as a composite 4 foot 
lower keyboard tone LK4'. The outputs of the AND 
circuits among the AND circuits 40CU|-40BP2 corre 
sponding to the pedal keyboard (P|, P2) are applied to 
an OR circuit 46 and provided therefrom as acomposite 
4 foot pedal keyboard tone PK4’. Similarly, the outputs 
of the AND circuits 41CU|—41BP2 corresponding to 
the upper, lower and pedal keyboards are respectively 
applied to OR circuits 43, 45 and 47. These OR circuits 
43, 45 and 47 thereupon produce composite 8' upper, 
lower and pedal keyboard tones. In FIG. 6, connections 
of the input terminals of the OR circuits 42-47 are illus 
trated in the same manner as in the case of the AND 
circuits 40UU1-41BPg. 
Assume. for example, that keys for the note C at the 

?rst octave U1 and the note C at the second octave U; 
of the upper keyboard are simultaneously depressed. 
Since relation between the square wave frequency from 
the oscillator 31C and the square wave frequency from 
the divide-by-two divider ODi is as shown in FIGS. 10 
(a) and 10 (b), the AND circuits 40CU1 and 40CU2 
produce output as shown in FIGS. 10 (c) and 10 ((1). 
Although the signals in FIG. 10 are shown in a dimin 
ished time scale as compared with the signals in FIG. 9, 
the interval of the selected note pulse (PC is not in exact 
proportion to that shown in FIG. 5. As will be apparent 
from the ?gure, periods during which the note pulse ¢C 
is intermittently selected coincide with periods of the 
musical tone frequency. The outputs of the AND cir 
cuits 40CU1 and 40CU1 are applied to the OR circuit 42 
which thereupon produces a composite signal as shown 
in FIG. 10 (e). This composite signal consists of pulses 
of a close interval and pulses of a wide interval. The 
pulse interval of the composite signal is close in a por 
tion where amplitude levels of the musical tone signal 
overlap each other and wide in a portion where the 
amplitude levels do not overlap each other. 

In the foregoing manner, the composite signals UK4 
'-PK8' consisting of pulses of both close and wide inter 
vals are produced from the OR circuits 42-47 and sup 
plied to a post-stage circuit as the output musical tone 
signal of the digital IC portion 2. 
The output composite signals UK4’-PK8' of the digi 

tal IC portion 2 are applied to clock removal ?lters 
51-56 as shown in FIG. 11 where high frequency (i.e. 
above the audio frequency) pulse component is re 
moved and the musical tone frequency (square wave 
frequency) component only is delivered out. These 
?lters 51-56 may be composed of low-pass ?lters in 
which a non-audible high frequency is used as a cut-off 
frequency. The composite signal shown in FIG. 10 (e) 
has its clock component removed in the filter 51 and an 
audio frequency signal component whose level is high 
in a close pulse density portion and low in a coarse pulse 
density portion as shown in FIG. 10 (f) is obtained. It 
will be understood that this audio frequency signal com 
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8 
ponent is substantially the same as a waveshape formed 
by overlapping the waveshapes of FIGS. 10 (a) and 10 
(b) together in an analog manner, namely a waveshape 
formed by overlapping the musical tone frequencies. 
The outputs of the clock removal ?lters 51-56 are 

respectively applied to corresponding tone color con 
trol ?lters 61-66 where the signals are controlled in tone 
in accordance with the kind of the keyboard and the 4 
foot and 8 foot tones. Frequency levels of the 4 foot 
tone and the 8 foot tone are added together by each of 
the keyboards through resistors R1, R2 or R3, R4 or R5, 
R6 and thereafter applied to the ?lters 62, 64 and 66 for 
the 8 foot tone. This arrangement is provided for form 
ing a step-wise waveshape including abundant har 
monic content. The outputs of the tone color control 
?lters 61-66 are separately adjusted in volume in vol 
ume control resistors 71-76 and thereafter are audibly 
reproduced from an audio system 80. 

In the examples shown in FIGS. 6 and 11 which can 
effect tone and volume controls by each keyboard, the 
six OR circuits 42-47 are used in the digital IC portion 
2 and, accordingly, the number of the output connec 
tion pins is 6. It will be appreciated, however, that the 
number of the output connection pins can be further 
reduced if the tone and volume are controlled com 
monly throughout all of the keyboards. In an example 
shown in FIG. 12, the outputs of AND circuits 40CU 
1-40BP; for the 4 foot tone in a digital gate 40 are all 
applied to an OR circuit 48, whereas the outputs of 
AND circuits 41CU1-41BP2 for the 8 foot tone are all 
applied to an OR circuit 49. According to this arrange 
ment, notes of all the keyboards are combined on a 
single line. In the example shown in FIG. 8, signals 
representing the 4 foot tone and the 8 foot tone are 
combined on different lines. If the 8 foot tone only is to 
be sounded, a single OR circuit may be employed. In 
the above described examples, the counter 20 may be 
constructed of a suitable device such as a ring counter. 
The keyboard circuit 1 in the foregoing embodiment 

receives the note pulses ¢C—¢B bit it may be modi?ed 
in such a manner that it will receive the octave pulses 
¢U1-¢P2. In this case, the lines OL1—OL1U correspond 
ing to the different octaves are deemed as column lines 
and the octave pulses ¢U1—¢P2 corresponding to the 
column lines OL1-OL10 are separately applied to the 
keyboard circuit 1 on these column lines. The lines 
IL1-IL1Z corresponding to the respective notes are 
deemed as row lines and outputs (i.e. octave pulses) are 
produced on these row lines lLi-lLu upon depression 
of the key. In this modi?ed case, the manner of connec 
tion of the input terminals of the AND circuits 40CU 
1-41BP; in the digital 1C portion 2 is different from that 
shown in FIG. 2. The outputs of the row lines IL1—IL|2 
for the respective notes are applied to the correspond 
ing AND circuits 40CU1-4lBP2. Since the outputs of 
the row lines [Ll-IL]; are distinguishable in respect of 
the kind of octave, there is no need for applying the 
octave pulses rbUl-qbPz from the decoder 24 to the 
AND circuits 40CU1-41BP2 and, accordingly, inputs to 
the AND circuits 40CU|—41BP2 can be reduced to three 
kinds of inputs, namely the signals from the tone source 
generator 30, the note pulses cbC-dJB from the decoder 
23 and the outputs of the row lines [Li-IL]; of the 
keyboard circuit 1. 
FIGS. 13-17 show another embodiment of the elec 

tronic musical instrument according to the invention. 
This embodiment is different from the previously de 
scribed embodiment in that it lacks the counter 22 and 
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the decoder 24 and that the outputs of AND circuits 
40CU1-40BP2 and 4ICU1—BP2 are combined by the 
footage and the kind of octave and thereafter are con 
trolled in their tone color by the kind of octave. In all 
other respects, the present embodiment is the same as 
the previously described one so that description thereof 
will be omitted. 

Referring to FIG. 13, the outputs of the AND cir 
cuits 40CU|-40BP2 and 41CU|~41BP2 are applied to 
OR circuits OR1-0R20 by the kind of octave i.e. U|-P2, 
and by the footage of the tone, i.e. 4 foot and 8 foot. For 
example, the outputs of the AND circuits 40CU1, 
40C#U1, . . . 40BU1 and 41CU1, 41CltU1, . . . 41BU1 

corresponding to the ?rst octave U] of the upper key 
board are applied to the OR circuit 0R1 provided for 
the 4 foot tone of the ?rst octave of the upper keyboard 
and the OR circuit 0R5 provided for the 8 foot tone of 
the ?rst octave of the upper keyboard. Each of the OR 
circuits OR1-OR20 produces a tone source signal for the 
4 foot tone which is a composite signal of the outputs of 
the AND circuits collected by the kind of octave. 
The outputs of the OR circuits OR1-OR2o are sup 

plied to a clock removal ?lter 50 as the output of a 
digital IC portion 2. FIG. 16 shows clock removal fil 
ters 501-520 provided for the respective octave kinds 
(the OR circuits OR1—OR2[)). The ?lters 501-520 which 
consist of low-pass ?lters using non-audio high frequen 
cies as the cut-off frequency remove the note pulse 
components which are high frequencies above the 
audio frequency and outputs tone source frequency 
components only. Accordingly, the clock removal ?l 
ters 501-520 remove high rate note pulse components as 
shown in FIG. 14 (c) and pass tone source frequency 
components as shown in FIG. 14 (b). Since the fre 
quency of the note pulses (dJC-dJB) is relatively high 
(e.g. 80 kHz), the note pulses are produced at a high 
density. Accordingly, this embodiment is advantageous 
in that the level of the output pulses of the ?lters 
501-520 (a waveshape as shown in FIG. 14 (b)) can be 
made relatively high. This means that the level of the 
musical tone signal can be made high and an excellent 
signal-to-noise ratio can be obtained. 

If two or more keys of the same octave are simulta 
neously depressed, pulse outputs having both close and 
wide intervals are produced from the OR circuits OR 
l-ORzg. Assume, for example, that keys for the note C 
and the note B at the ?rst octave U1 of the upper key 
board are simultaneously depressed. Since relation be 
tween the square wave frequencies from the oscillators 
31C and 31B is as shown in FIGS. 15 (a) 15 (b), the 
AND circuits 40CU1 and 40BU2 produce outputs are 
shown in FIGS. 15 (c) and 15 ((1). Although the signals 
in FIG. 15 are shown in a diminished time scale as com 
pared with the signals in FIG. 14, the intervals of the 
selected note pulses (12C and 42B are not in exact propor 
tion to that shown in FIG. 14. As will be apparent from 
the ?gure, periods T1, T2 during which the note pulse 
45C is intermittently selected coincide with periods T1, 
T2 of the musical tone frequency. The outputs of the 
AND circuits 40CU1 and 40BU1 are applied to the OR 
circuit 0R1. Since the note pulses cbC and 41B have 
different time slots, the outputs of the AND circuits 
40CU| and 40BU1 are combined in the OR circuit OR] 
into a composite signal as shown in FIG. 15 (e) which 
consists of pulses of a close interval and pulses of a wide 
interval. 

‘ The composite signal produced from the OR circuit 
OR] is applied to a clock removal ?lter 501 where the 
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10 
note pulse component is removed and an audio fre 
quency signal component whose level is high in a high 
pulse density portion and low in a low pulse density 
portion is delivered out. It will be understood that this 
audio frequency signal component is substantially the 
same as a waveshape formed by overlapping the wave 
shapes of FIGS. 15 (a) and 15 (b) together in an analog 
manner, namely a waveshape formed by overlapping 
the tone source frequencies. 

Referring to FIG. 16, the outputs of the clock re 
moval ?lters 501-520 are respectively applied to corre 
sponding tone color control ?lters 601-620 where the 
signals are controlled in their tone in accordance with 
the kind of octave. Frequency levels of the 4 foot tone 
and the 8 foot tone are added together by each of the 
octave through resistors R1, R2 and thereafter are ap 
plied to the tone control filters for the 8 foot tone. This 
arrangement is provided for forming a step-wise wave 
shape including abundant harmonic content. The out 
puts of the tone color control ?lters 601-620 are sepa 
rately adjusted in volume in volume control resistors 
71-76 by each of the keyboards and thereafter are 
sounded from an audio system 80. 

In the example shown in FIG. 16, the tone color 
control is made by the kind of octave. The tone color 
control may, however. be made by the kind of keyboard 
as shown in FIG. 17. For this purpose, the example 
shown in FIG. 17 is constructed in such a manner that 
the outputs of the clock removal ?lters 501-520 are 
applied to common keyboard tone color control filters 
61-66 through a resistor R3 by each keyboard. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An electronic musical instrument comprising: 
a tone source signal generator for simultaneously 

generating a plurality of square wave tone signals, 
each of an audible frequency corresponding to a 
respective note of a scale having several octaves 
and each on a separate output of said tone source 
signal generator; 

a sequence pulse generator having a plurality of sepa 
rate outputs, each corresponding to a respective 
separate output of said tone source signal genera 
tor, said sequence pulse generator being operative 
in repetitive cycles to sequentially produce in each 
cycle a respective sequence pulse at each separate 
output thereof in the order of sequence of the notes 
of said scale, the sequence pulses produced at each 
said separate output having an ultra-audible repeti 
tion frequency; 

a plurality of AND circuits equal in number to the 
number of separate outputs of said tone source 
signal generator, each AND circuit being directly 
connected at its input to a respective one of said 
tone source signal generator outputs; 

a key switch circuit including respective key switches 
for each note of said scale, each key switch being 
operable upon depression of its associated note key 
to connect the corresponding separate output of 
said sequence pulse generator to the input of the 
AND circuit to which the corresponding separate 
output of said tone source signal generator is di 
rectly connected, whereby each AND circuit will 
pass to its output all sequence pulses received at its 
input from said sequence pulse generator by way of 
said key switch circuit during the duty cycles of 
the tone signal received at the AND circuit input; 
and 
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an OR circuit connected in common at its input to all 
of the outputs of the respective AND circuits for 
combining the sequence pulses at all said AND 
circuit outputs and thereby obtaining at the OR 
circuit output a train of tone signal pulses corre 
sponding to the depressed keys. 

2. An electronic musical instrument as de?ned in 
claim 1 which further comprises a low pass ?lter circuit 
for receiving the output signals of said OR circuit and 
removing the high frequency pulses included in said 
output signals. 

3. An electronic musical instrument comprising: 
means for sequentially and individually generating 

note pulses occupying different time slots from 
each other within one octave; 

means for sequentially and individually generating 
octave pulses occupying different time slots de 
pending upon the kind of octave, each time slot 
being equal to a period of time for one octave of 
said note pulses; 

a keyboard matrix circuit for connecting key 
switches for repective keys to a plurality of column 
lines and row lines corresponding to the notes and 
octaves of the keys, causing each note pulse to be 
applied to a corresponding one of said column lines 
and producing outputs from said row lines upon 
depression of the keys; 

a tone signal generator for producing frequency sig 
nals corresponding to the notes of the keys and 
having periods accommodating said different time 
slots of said octave pulses; and 

a plurality of AND circuits each being provided for a 
corresponding one of said keys each AND circuit 
receiving at its inputs said output from a key switch 
and said frequency signal corresponding to the 
note of the key, and, upon depression of the key, 
periodically producing a note pulse corresponding 
to the key in joint response to the output of said 
row line, an octave pulse representing the kind of 
octave to which the key belongs and a frequency 
signal corresponding to the note of the key, 
whereby a tone source signal corresponding to the 
depressed key is produced from said AND circuits. 

4. An electronic musical instrument as de?ned in 
claim 3 which further comprises a plurality of OR cir 
cuits each being provided for one of respective key 
boards and receiving the outputs of the AND circuits 
provided for the same keyboard for controlling tone 
color and volume of the tone source signal by each 
keyboard. 

5. An electronic musical instrument comprising: 
means for sequentially and individually generating 

note pulses occupying different time slots from 
each other within one octave; 

a keyboard matrix circuit for connecting key 
switches for respective keys to a plurality of col 
umn lines and row lines corresponding to the notes 
and octaves of the keys, causing each note pulse to 
be applied to a corresponding one of said column 
lines and producing outputs from said row lines 
upon depression of the keys; 

a tone source signal generator for producing fre 
quency signals corresponding to the notes of the 
keys and having periods accommodating said dif 
ferent time slots of said note pulses; and 

a plurality of AND circuits each being provided for a 
corresponding one of said keys each AND circuit 
receiving at its inputs said output from a key switch 
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12 
and said frequency signal corresponding to the 
note of the key, and, upon depression of the key, 
periodically producing a note pulse corresponding 
to the key in joint response to the output of said 
row line, a note pulse representing the note of the 
key and a frequency signal corresponding to the 
key, whereby a musical tone waveshape is pro 
duced on the basis of the note pulse periodically 
selected in said AND circuit. 

6. An electronic musical instrument as defined in 
claim 5 which further comprises a plurality of OR cir 
cuits, each being provided for one of the octaves and 
receiving the outputs of the AND circuits provided for 
the same octave for controlling tone color and volume 
of the tone source signal by each octave. 

7. An electronic musical instrument comprising: 
a plurality of AND circuits and key switches, each 
AND circuit and key switch corresponding to a 
respective one of a plurality of musical pitches in a 
pitch range spanning a plurality of octaves having 
like pluralities of notes, each AND circuit produc 
ing and AND-logical output signal upon receipt of 
?rst, second, third and fourth input signals in a 
predetermined time relationship; 

a tone source signal generator for providing said first 
input signal as a sequence of tone pulses of a first 
time duration occurring at an audible repetition 
frequency according to the frequency of said re 
spective one of said plurality of musical pitches; 

an octave pulse generator for providing said second 
input signal as a sequence of octave pulses of a 
second time duration substantially less than said 
?rst time duration and occurring in a time slot of 
said tone pulses which is allocated exclusively to 
the octave of said respective one of said plurality of 
musical pitches; 

a note pulse generator for providing said third and 
fourth input signals as identical sequences of note 
pulses of a third time duration substantially less 
than said second time duration and occurring in a 
time slot of said octave pulses which is allocated 
exclusively of the note of said respective one of 
said plurality of musical pitches, said fourth input 
signal being received by the AND circuit corre 
sponding to said respective one of said plurality of 
musical pitches only upon actuation of the key 
switch which also corresponds to said respective 
one of said plurality of musical pitches; and 

means for adding together all the AND-logical out 
put signals produced by said AND circuits to 
thereby provide a composite tone signal having an 
audio frequency component substantially the same 
as that which would be formed by superimposing 
upon one another the tone pulse input signals of the 
AND circuits having actuated corresponding key 
switches. 

8. An electronic musical instrument comprising: 
a note pulse generator having a plurality of separate 

outputs, each corresponding to a respective note of 
one octave, said note pulse generator being opera 
tive in repetitive cycles to sequentially produce in 
each cycle of its operation a respective note pulse 
at each separate output thereof in the order of 
sequence of the notes in said octave, the note pulses 
produced at each separate output of said note pulse 
generator having an ultra-audible repetition fre 
quency; 
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an octave pulse generator having a plurality of sepa 
rate outputs, each corresponding to a respective 
octave of a plurality of octaves, said octave pulse 
generator being operative in repetitive cycles to 

output of said tone source signal generator; 

14 
line of said other plurality of lines, thereby supply 
ing note pulses corresponding to the note of the 
depressed key to the input of an AND circuit al 
ready being supplied at its input with note pulses, 

sequentially PI'OCIUCe in each Cycle Oflts Operation 5 octave pulses and a square wave tone signal, all 
a respective Octave Pulse at each Separate Output corresponding to said note, from the respective 
thereof’ the Octave P111965 Produced at each Sepa' generators, said AND circuit only passing to its 
rate Quip“t of Said Octave pulse generator having output those note pulses which occur both during 
an ultra‘audible repditio" frequency and a PulSe the pulse times of the octave pulses and during the 
width equal to the period of one operating cycle of it) duty cycles of the square wave tong signal; and 
sad note pulse generator;, _ an OR circuit connected in common at its input to all 

atone source generator for simultaneously generating of the outputs of the respective AND circuits for 
a plurality of square wave “me Signals’ each of an combining the note pulses at all said AND circuit 
audible frequency corresponding to a respective outputs and thereby obtaining at the OR circuit 
note in a respective octave and each on a separate t5 output a train of tone signal pulses corresponding 

to the depressed keys. a plurality of AND circuits equal in number to the 
number of separate outputs of said tone source 
signal generator, each AND circuit being directly 
connected at its input to a respective one of said 20 

9. A time division multiplexed keyboard musical instru 
ment, comprising: 
a keyboard having keys each corresponding to a musical 

tone source signal generator outputs, while each 
separate output of said note pulse generator and 
each separate output of said octave pulse generator 
are directly connected to those AND circuit inputs 

65 

note, 
a multiplexed tone source means for producing a time 

division multiplex signal having a plurality of time 
slots corresponding to said keyboard. each of said time 
slots being allocated to a corresponding individual key 

that are directly connected to a corresponding 25 , _ ‘ _ _ 

separate output of said tone Source signal genera_ of said keyboard, said signal in each of those time slots 
tor; corresponding to selected keys consisting of amplitude 

a key switch matrix circuit comprising a plurality of mm?!” of ‘1 harmo'llc'r'df ‘one Source _wa“’ef0"m 
column lines and a plurality of row lines, each line hm’mg ‘1 no'e?'equency deslgnaled by the mdlwdua] 
0f one plurality of lines being connected to a re- 30 selected key allocated to that time slot, there being no 

Spective one of said separate Outputs of note amplitude samples in the remaining time Slots pulse generator for receiving the note pulses pro- correspond to "On-selected keys, 

duced thereat, each line of the other plurality of a single format ?lter connected directly to receive said 
lines corresponding to one of said plurality of 00- time division ‘multiplex Signal’ said Single forma'" 
taves and being directly connected to the input of 35 ?ller Controlling the frequency components of a” of 
each AND circuit whose input is already directly the time division multiplexed tone source waveform 
connected to receive a square wave tone signal amplitudesamples and providing as an outputamusi 
corresponding to a note in said one of said plurality cal tone signal having a predetermined tone color, and 
of octaves, and a plurality of key switches, one for an audio system receiving said musical tone signal and 
each note in each octave and each operable upon 40 producing corresponding audio musical sounds there 
depression of a respective key to connect a particu- from. 
lar line of said one plurality of lines to a particular ' " " * " 
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